
Trumpet 

Additional Instructions for Accent on Achievement Pages 

 

*more pages will be added 

* email me if you have a question 

* if you aren’t sure about how to play a song, then do not practice it 

 

p. 14 #46      Southern Roses                          

    Slur markings can go under multiple notes. Tongue the first note,                                             

but not any of the other ones under the slur marking.   Play all 3 notes in order from left to right, 

just like you always would.  

The bottom marking is a slur since there are three different 

pitches.  The top marking is a tie for the two Fs.  You should only tongue the D. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

p. 15 # 49          Two Ways to Play It 

The new symbol is a sharp sign.  Notice that it is on the 

bottom space of the staff, which is where F is written.  It means that all Fs in the measure are F 

sharps, so you need to use a different fingering for them.  Check the fingering in the yellow 

box.  You use your second valve, but it should sound higher than the B you already know with 

that fingering.  The three Fs at the end of the song are all F sharps.   

 

p. 15 # 50             Aura Lee 

This sharp sign is on the top line, which is where another F would be 

written.  It means that all Fs in the song, including the one you know on the bottom space, 

should be played with the new F# fingering.  This will be challenging for you at first, since the 

Fs look the same as they always have.  They are all played with your second valve. 

 

p. 15 # 52               Peer Gynt 

These are four 8th notes beamed together, which you have already seen in Frere 

Jacques.  There is a slur marking over all four notes.  Tongue the first D but not the next three 

notes. 


